Abstract. We study relations between quantum dynamics and spectral properties, concentrating on spectral decompositions which arise from decomposing measures with respect to dimensional Hausdor measures.
Introduction
Let H be a separable Hilbert space, H : H ! H a self adjoint operator, and 2 H (with k k = 1). The spectral measure of (and H ) is uniquely de ned by 24]: h ; f(H) i = Z (H) f(x) d (x) ; (1:1) for any measurable (Borel) function f . The time evolution of the state , in the Schr odinger picture of quantum mechanics, is given by (t) = e ?iHt : (1: 2)
The relations between various properties of the spectral measure (with an emphasis on \fractal" properties) and the nature of the time evolution have been the subject of several recent papers 7,13,15{18, 20, 22, 33, 36, 39] . Our purpose in this paper is twofold: First, we use a theory, due to Rogers and Taylor 28, 29] , of decomposing singular continuous measures with respect to Hausdor measures to introduce a corresponding family of spectral decompositions of H. These decompositions, which always fall within the singular continuous subspace, extend the usual spectral decomposition into pure point, singular continuous, and absolutely continuous subspaces, and re ect the possibly rich nature of singular continuous spectra. Second, we show that the above decompositions provide a natural framework for the discussion and formulation of some recent results which relate quantum dynamics to spectral properties. Moreover, the decomposition theory allows us to extend some of these results, and, in particular, we get a strengthened version of the Guarneri-Combes theorem 7, 15] .
While most of our discussion of quantum dynamics applies to any self-adjoint Hamiltonian, and is therefore rather general; the primary example we have in mind is that of a single electron in an external potential. That is, H = ? + V on`2(Z d ) or L 2 (R d ).
An initial state (0) = , which is localized in space, will usually spread under the time evolution (1.2) . It is the rate of this spreading and its relations with properties of the spectral measure , which is of major interest to us in this paper. Unlike propagation of classical point particles, the time evolution of wave packets, which describe quantum mechanical particles, is ,in general, a complex phenomena, involving in nitely many degrees of freedom. Various quantities can be introduced for characterizing this time evolution, and their behavior need not be coherent. A very elementary quantity, in this context, is the survival probability, which gives the probability of nding the particle at time t in its initial state . It is given by: jh (0) ; (t)ij 2 2 = j^ (t)j 2 :
(1:3)
As is seen from (1.3), the survival probability coincides with the squared absolute value of the Fourier transform of the spectral measure . Another family of interesting quantities comes from looking at the expectations for various operators. Namely, hAi hAi(t) h (t) ; A (t)i ; (1:4) where A is a (usually self-adjoint) operator. Some special cases of interest are compact A's, such as nite dimensional projections, and certain unbounded A's, such as moments of the position operator in`2(Z d ): jXj m X n2Z d jnj m h n ; i n ; (1:5) where n (k) = nk and m > 0. Our discussion will mainly involve time averaged quantities, whose behavior seems to be naturally related to continuity properties of spectral measures. For any function f of time, we denote its Ces aro time average by: hfi T hf(t)i T 1 T Z T 0 f(t) dt : (1:6) We also remark that by \measure," we always mean a positive measure. We shall not consider any other kind of measures in this paper. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give a brief introduction to spectral decompositions, and describe some central results which relate spectral decompositions to dynamics. This includes some classical results, as well as some of the recent results which motivated our study. In Section 3, we derive some central results which characterize the dynamics for vectors with uniformly H older continuous spectral measures. In Section 4, we describe parts of the rich theory, due to to Rogers where s is singular with respect to the -dimensional Hausdor measure (namely, supported on a set with zero -dimensional Hausdor measure), and c is continuous with respect to the -dimensional Hausdor measure (namely, it does not give weight to sets with zero -dimensional Hausdor measure). Measures which are continuous with respect to Hausdor measures must be limits of uniformly H older continuous measures, and this link is of major importance in this paper. In Section 5, we use the decomposition theory of Section 4 to introduce corresponding decompositions of H into closed, invariant, mutually orthogonal subspaces. In Section 6, we combine the decomposition theory with the results of Section 3 to obtain a strengthened version of the Guarneri-Combes theorem, which is a lower bound on the growth rate of hhjXj m ii T . The main point in this strengthening is that the growth rate of hhjXj m ii T is shown to be governed by the \most continuous" component of , and una ected by the existence of more singular components. In Section 7, we study an interesting example of the Almost Mathieu operator at large coupling and certain irrational frequencies which are extremely well approximated by rationals. The spectrum in this case is long known 3] to be purely singular continuous, and we show that it is, in fact, purely zero-dimensional, in the sense that all spectral measures are supported on sets of zero Hausdor dimension. Nevertheless, we show that the growth rate of hhjXj 2 ii T can be arbitrarily close to ballistic (namely, to T 2 ), for some time scales. This indicates that the Guarneri-Combes theorem is a strictly one-sided inequality, as far as singularity or continuity with respect to Hausdor measures is concerned. In Section 8, we discuss ergodic Schr odinger operators, and show that the spectra, arising from the various spectral decompositions introduced earlier, are the same for almost all the realizations of the potential. This generalizes known results about the decomposition into pure point, singular continuous, and absolutely continuous spectra. Finally, in Section 9, we discuss some results beyond this paper and some open problems. The corresponding spectra obey c = ac sc , s = sc pp . Note that, while the various subspaces are mutually orthogonal, the corresponding spectra need not be disjoint.
Spectral decompositions and quantum dynamics: A brief introduction
There is also another standard decomposition of the spectrum into a discrete spectrum disc , and an essential spectrum ess . disc is the union of all isolated eigenvalues of nite multiplicity. ess contains the rest of the spectrum, namely, the continuous spectrum, eigenvalues of in nite multiplicity, and limit points of eigenvalues. One has disc ess = and disc \ ess = ;. ( is the spectral projection on the essential interior of the essential support of the absolutely continuous part of the spectral measure class of H . The spectra tac rec = are de ned accordingly, and tac ac . It should be pointed out, however, that this decomposition behaves badly under taking direct sums, and it is therefore somewhat less fundamental than the previous decompositions we have discussed.
There are some classical results relating the dynamics to the above spectral decompositions (where by \classical" we mean, roughly, that they are over ten years old and have appeared in books). The Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, dating back to 1903 Remarks.
(i) The formulations of Theorem 2.6 in the various papers by Guarneri 15, 16] and by Combes 7] vary between considering only the second moment m = 2 and considering more general monotonely increasing functions of jXj. Our formulation in terms of any positive moment is a somewhat arbitrary compromise between generality and transparency. The full nature of the underlying estimates should become clear from our discussion in Sections 3 and 5. (ii) Combes has also proven a version of Theorem 2.6 for continuous Schr odinger operators on L 2 (R d ) with potentials bounded from below. The requirement of , in this case, is that it lies in the domain of e H and that e H is U H.
A somewhat di erent variant of Theorem 2.6 has been developed by Guarneri in a 1993 paper 16]. It removes the requirement for uniform -H older continuity, and replaces it by a requirement for a certain scaling behavior, that only needs to hold for a.e. x with respect to . Another related result was introduced in a 1992 paper 22] by Ketzmerick, Petschel, and Geisel, who gave a formal calculation showing that if hj^ (t)j 2 i T T ? , then is the correlation dimension of . A rigorous version of their result has been obtained by Holschneider 20] , who has shown that the upper and lower power decay rates which can be associated with hj^ (t)j 2 i T are the same as the upper and lower correlation dimensions of . 9 
Quantum dynamics for U H measures
In this Section we summerize some central results which characterize the dynamics for vectors with U H spectral measures. For the reader's convenience we include complete proofs, and, in particular, we give a proof of Theorem 2.5. hj^ j 2 
Proof. We have
hj^ j 2 i T = 1
and similarly,
Since the left-hand side of (3.2) is clearly positive, (3.1) and (3.2) imply the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (i) will follow from proving Theorem 2.5 below. It remains to prove (ii). Suppose that is not U 2 H, then there exists a sequence of intervals fI n g 1 n=1 , such that jI n j ! 0 as n ! 1 and (I n ) > njI n j =2 . Let T n = =(2jI n j), then for every x; y 2 I n , we have j(x ? y)T n j jI n jT n =2, and thus
By Lemma 3.1 we have
hj^ j 2 i T n 1 2
and thus (3.3) implies
hj^ j 2 i T n 4( (I n )) 2 2 4n 2 2 jI n j = 4n 2 2 2 T ? n ; (3:5) which proves (ii). ' 2 H with k'k 1: hjh'; (t)ij 2 i T < C T ? : E n h' n ; i n :
Moreover, kAk p = (
hjh' n ; (t)ij 2 hjhAiji
hjh n ; (t)ij 2 i T = k k 2 = 1 :
hjh' n ; (t)ij 2 The sets T d0 ,T d+ , and T d1 are easily seen to be disjoint, and obey T d0 T d+ T d1 = R. The richness of possible decompositions, described in Corollaries 4.1.1, 4.1.2, and 4.1.3 above, seems too great for most practical purposes; and suggests that it may be useful to concentrate on some partial set of decompositions. Theorem 4.2 suggests that the decomposition d = d s + d c (which decomposes into an -singular part and an -continuous part) should be of particular interest in our context. Indeed, we shall adopt it below as \the canonical decomposition within dimension ," in the sense that, for 2 (0; 1), we shall concentrate most of our attention on this particular decomposition.
The situation is somewhat di erent at the edges = 0 and = 1. For = 0, the -singular part always vanishes, while for = 1, d = d s + d c coincides with the decomposition into a singular part and an absolutely continuous part. Thus, at these edges, we shall also be very much interested in the dimensional decompositions of Corollary 4.1.2. In particular, it seems useful to have compact terminology for the dimensional continuity and singularity properties at these edges. For this reason we de ne:
De nition 4.6. Let be a Borel measure on R. Proof. Let 1 ; 2 2 H uh ( ) and let ' = a 1 + b 2 . By assumption, there are constants C 1 ; C 2 such that 1 (I) < C 1 jIj and 2 (I) < C 2 jIj , for any interval I with jIj 1.
Decompositions of H
For each such I let P I be the spectral projection on I , then ' (I) = h'; P I 'i = ha 1 R be such that ';2 is supported on S '; , ';1 (S '; ) = 0, and let P S '; be the spectral projection on S '; . We have ' = P S '; '+(1?P S '; )', (1?P S '; )' 2 H uh ( ), and kP S '; 'k 2 < . Thus, ' is a norm limit of vectors in H uh ( ), and we obtain H c H uh ( ), which completes the proof. we have D (x) < 1 for a.e. x with respect to .
We also have:
Lemma 5.2. If sup T T hj^ j 2 i T < 1, then, for any 0 < < , J ? ( ) < 1.
Remark. Note that for every T > 0, T hj^ j 2 i T J ( ), and so J ( ) < 1 implies sup T T hj^ j 2 i T < 1. 64 ; (6:6) and thus The following Lemma is a consequence of semi-group kernel inequalities, and is essentially due to Simon where C is independent of r.
Proof. It follows from Theorem B.9.1 of 31] (as a special case), that P S Q r is HilbertSchmidt; and while it is not explicitly stated, it's easy to see from the proof in 31] that kP S Q r k 2 2 Cr d . Since P S Q r P S = P S Q r Q r P S = P S Q r (P S Q r ) , we have kP S Q r P S k 1 = kP S Q r k 2 2 Cr d :
Proof of Theorem 6.2. This is a variant of the proof of Theorem 6.1: Clearly, we can repeat the initial steps of the proof of Theorem 6.1 and choose S 1 to be compact. (6.1) and (6.2) hold as before. Since P S 1 is a projection which commutes with e ?iHt , we have for every r kQ r 1 (t)k 2 = h 1 (t); Q r 1 (t)i = h 1 (t); P S 1 Q r P S 1 1 (t)i : (6:14) Thus, replacing (6.3) by Lemma 6.1, we obtain an analog of (6.4) with Q r replacing P N , and r replacing N . The rest of the proof is essentially identical.
A pathological example
In this section, we study the Almost Mathieu operator H ; ; on`2(Z), de ned by: H ; ; = + V ; ; ; ( )(n) = (n + 1) + (n ? 1) ; (V ; ; )(n) = cos(2 n + ) (n) : (7:1) We call (following Avron- Simon 3] ) an irrational number a Liouville number, if there exists a sequence of rationals fp n =q n g 1 n=1 with q n ! 1 as n ! 1, and a constant C , such that ? p n q n < Cn ?q n (7:2) for each n. 
(E ? E j ) ; (7:5) f(E) can be written as:
E ? E j ; (7:6) and we have:
(7:7) >From (7.7) we see that:
f 0 (E) < ?1 (E ? E m ) 2 ; (7:8) and since E g2 is a zero of f(E) , we have for every E 2 (E m ; E g2 ):
f(E) = ? Z Proof of Theorem 7.1. Let fp n =q n g 1 n=1 be a sequence of rationals obeying (7.2). Clearly, we can assume that p n ; q n are relatively prime. For each n, H p n =q n ; ; is a periodic Jacobi matrix of period q n , and its spectrum (p n =q n ; ; ) is a union of q n bands:
(p n =q n ; ; ) = q n m=1 b n m ; (7:12) where b n m = E n m;1 ; E n m;2 ]. Let D p n =q n ; ; (E) be the discriminant of H p n =q n ; ; , and let fE n m g q n m=1 be its zeroes (such that E n m is inside the band b n m ). Let q n (E) be the one period transfer matrix for H p n =q n ; ; . Since Tr( q n (E)) = D p n =q n ; ; (E) > 2, q n (E) has two real eigenvalues of the form e q n , or ?e q n , and jD p n =q n ; ; (E)j = 2 cosh( q n ). We assume that the eigenvalues of q n (E) are positive (otherwise the proof is essentially the same), and denote the corresponding normalized eigenvectors byũ . Let ' be a solution of (H p n =q n ; ; ? E)' = 0, obeying j'(0)j 2 + j'(1)j 2 = 1, and denote, for each k,' k ('(k + 1); '(k)) T . There exist constants a; b such that' 0 = aũ + + bũ ? , and thus ' q n = ae q nũ + + be ? q nũ ? ; (7:18) ' ?q n = ae ? q nũ + + be q nũ ? : (7:19) Since theũ are normalized, and since k' 0 k = 1, we have jaj + jbj 1. Suppose that jaj jbj, then (7.18) implies k' q n k 2jaj sinh( q n ) sinh( q n ). Similarly, if jbj jaj, then (7.19) implies k' ?q n k sinh( q n ), such that in either case maxfk' ?q n k; k' q n kg sinh( q n ) = sinh ? cosh ?1 (D p n =q n ; ; (E)=2) : (7:20) Consider now a solution of (H ; ; ? E) = 0, obeying~ 0 =' 0 , and let
We will show that an in nite sequence of quotients, fm n g 1 n=1 , can be chosen inductively, such that the resulting , given by (7.33) , is a Liouville number, and the dynamical estimate of Theorem 7.2 is obeyed for an appropriate sequence fT n g 1 n=1 .
Let be given by (7.33 ) and denote n m 1 ; m 2 ; : : : ; m n ] : (7: 34)
The n 's are rational, and for each n there are unique, relatively prime, p n ; q n , such that n = p n =q n . It is well known 19] (and not hard to verify) that the q n 's obey q n+1 = m n+1 q n + q n?1 ; (7:35) and that for each n: j ? n j 1 q n q n+1 : (7:36) Thus, if m 1 ; m 2 ; : : : ; m n (and thus n ) are given, we can always make arbitrarily close to n by choosing m n+1 to be su ciently large. Suppose now that m 1 ; m 2 ; : : : ; m n are given, and consider the time evolution of = (0) = 0 with H = H n ; ; . Since H n ; ; is a periodic Jacobi matrix, its spectrum is purely absolutely continuous. Thus, by Theorem 6.1, there exists a constant C n such that hhjXj 2 ii T > C n T 2 . In particular, we can choose T n large enough (and as large as we want) such that hhjXj 2 ii T n > 2T 2 n log T n : (7:37) By Lemma 7.2, there exists n such that if j ? n j < n , then for = (0) = 0 and H = H ; ; we have hhjXj 2 ii T n > T 2 n log T n : (7:38) Choose m n+1 maxfn q n ; 1= n g, then clearly j ? n j < n , and thus (7.38) is obeyed.
Moreover, j ? n j < n ?q n : (7:39) By continuing this construction inde nitely, (7.39) implies that we obtain a Liouville number, and the dynamical estimate (7.38) is obeyed for the sequence fT n g 1 n=1 .
38 Let J be the family of nite unions of intervals, each of which has rational endpoints (note that J is countable). 
Discussion and open problems
The spectral decomposition theory arising from the measure decomposition theory of Rogers and Taylor extends the usual spectral decomposition theory in a natural way, and provides a rich collection of hierarchies, that can be used for spectral classi cation. The above mentioned di culties need not diminish the interest in classifying singular continuous spectra according to singularity or continuity with respect to Hausdor measures. Such spectral classi cation allows one to distinguish between various operators with singular continuous spectrum, and we believe that this should help in improving our understanding of such operators. For example: Simon 35] has recently shown that barrier potentials in one-dimension with su ciently sparse barriers lead to purely onedimensional (but singular continuous) spectrum. Del Rio et al. 9, 10] show that, while point spectrum can turn into one-dimensional spectrum under rank-one perturbations, the Anderson model (in any space dimension) has semi-stability, in the sense that the singular continuous spectrum arising from localized rank-one perturbations of typical realizations 11, 14] is always purely zero-dimensional.
Another aspect of the results in 9] involves the genericity of singular continuous spectrum that has been recently discovered in a variety of contexts (largely by Simon and co-workers 11,21,34]; also see Gordon 14] ). In the context of cyclic rank-one perturbations, where singular continuous spectrum has been shown to be generic (i.e., to occur for a dense G of couplings) within every sub-interval of the spectrum in which there is no absolutely continuous spectrum, the results of 9] indicate that there is no speci c type (in the sense of classi cation with respect to Hausdor measures) of singular continuous spectrum which is generic
